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In Minor Characters, her memoir of growing up
in the Beat Generation, Joyce Johnson describes
a moment in 1947 when Jack Kerouac, languish
ing in his mother's apartment in Queens, began
to dream of a life
the road:

In Ozone Park, the evenings were as
drowsy as
memories of boyhood. In
the eternal, spotless order of his mother's
kitchen, a long subway ride from the allnight haunts of Times Square, he spread
maps out
table after the dishes
were cleared, and like a navigator plot
ted
route of his contemplated jour
ney. The western place names were
magic words of incantation. Cimarron,
Council Bluffs, Platte, Cheyenne.
Thoughts of Neal stirred in him, merged
with romantic images of plainsmen and
pioneers. Cassady loomed large in Jack's
mind as archetypal, both his long-lost
brother and the very spirit of the West in
his rootlessness and energy.
(23)
Because Johnson was only twelve years old in
1947, and would not meet Kerouac for another
ten years, she is clearly imagining this scene.
Still, one wonders just how far she would have
been able to move beyond the "spotless order"
of Gabrielle Kerouac's kitchen table
she
been present
this occasion. Women like John
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son may have defied their middle-class parents with their choice of a
bohemian lifestyle, but few of them experienced the
Kerouac must
have received when he spread out the
map and imagined a plea
surably "rootless" mobility.1 Nor did they have at their disposal a sta
ble of friends like Neal Cassady, ready
drop everything and hit the
road at a moment's notice. Indeed, for nearly all of
women, farflung places on the map would remain mysterious, for the simple rea
son that domestic responsibilities kept them anchored in place, usually
in service to a more freewheeling man.2 According to Maria Damon, the
"foregrounding of homosocial and mobile masculinity" in the writings
of Kerouac and his peers fundamentally "obscured both the actual
domestic arrangements many Beats made and the artistic achievements
of their female counterparts and partners" (145). In the meantime,
Damon explains, Beat women "hung
married, cohabited, eloped,
drank, drugged and held it
In short, they did everything the
men did in addition to childbearing and domestic 'duties' which, in
accord with the tribal ideology of the movement, took
a positive
aura" (146). Those who managed to venture into the literary sphere dis
covered that it was
of patriarchal mythology, and that misogyny
often reigned in
venues where the literature was read (Davidson
As a result, many decided to
close to home.
of the
Beat Generation may have been "feminists before the term
coined,"
as Brenda Knight asserts in the introduction to her important anthology
(6), but for the most part theirs was a life spent "off the road. " Diane di
Prima offered a wry description of the geographic claustrophobia they
suffered when she defined homesickness as a longing "not for where
you have been but for where you will never go" (Dinners 153).
Hailed in a recent
of revisionist Beat histories, di Prima is often
depicted as the leotard-clad icon staring back at the camera in defiance.
She is remembered best as the "ferocious individualist" (Pinchbeck 387)
who knew the ways of the streets, and as the iconoclastic revolutionary,
fueled by rage, who devoted herself to the "bloody process" of self-mar
ginalization (Libby 47).
is celebrated by many as the "archetypal
Beat woman" (Watson 270) who, with fierce determination, made seri
ous headway in a male-dominated subculture, publishing poems in the
alternative periodicals, putting out a series of well-received books, and
co-editing
influential newsletter, The Floating Bear, with LeRoi Jones.
And yet, for others, di Prima is regarded as the doyenne of Beat domes
ticity, part of a retinue of women who, by virtue of their humanity and
largesse, helped make the gritty downtown scene a bit more comfort
able for their male counterparts. According George Butterick, it is di
Prima who "reminds us that the [Beat] generation spent as much time
urban 'pads' as it did 'on the road', and that one can travel as far by
human relationships as by the thumb" (149). Blossom Kirschenbaum
offers a more flexible analysis, praising di Prima's ability to "flaunt defi
of family even while enlarging the circle of quasi-family, which
comes to include other poets, those who share the pads,
with
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whom one breaks bread — one's true com-panions — and those with
whom one maintains enduring relationships" (57).
problem with
most of these portrayals is that they tend to pit ("ferocious") individu
alism against ("enduring") domestic relationships, resistance against
peaceful accommodation, movement against
By doing so, they
reinforce binary structures and obscure such things as communal iden
tity and mobile domesticity. Perhaps for this very reason, they overlook
the fact that, as di Prima left her native New York in the sixties
trav
el (and eventually settle) in the West, taking an ever-changing group
family and friends along for the
she fundamentally altered the spa
tial contours of the Beat lifestyle, opening up a constellation of possibil
ities for the women suffering silently in bohemia's urban fiefdoms.3
Because my study of di Prima's life and work is influenced by cul
tural geography and theories of movement, this project owes a debt to
several critical thinkers, including Caren Kaplan, who would have us
see that "questions of travel" break down binary structures that natu
ralize arbitrary oppositions and suppress hidden terms, as part of an
ongoing effort "signify the possibilities of multiple figures and tropes
of displacement that might lead us to more complex and accurate maps
of cultural production" (9); Mary Louise
whose theory of "contact
zones" has greatly aided those of us who believe that travel opens up a
"space in which peoples geographically and historically separated come
into contact with each other and establish ongoing relations" (6-7);
James Clifford, an anthropologist who envisions "home" as a "series of
locations and encounters" ("Notes" 128) and "fieldwork" as
exercise
in autobiography (Routes 85-91); and the late Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari, who argued that one's "unknown homeland" or "natal" space
is never
conditioned as it is by a rhythmic and relentlessly direc
tional drive
the ecstasy one finds in "melodic landscapes" (31215, 318-23). Di Prima constantly confirms the findings of these theorists,
inasmuch as her travels in the West show us that heuristic binaries such
as domesticity/mobility,
territory, East/West, and
city/country are prone to reconfiguration and subject to new articula
tion. And yet for di Prima the "crossing of boundaries" has always been
a practical concern, the personal stakes of which are easy
underesti
mate when we feather our intellectual nests with too many layers of
abstract philosophy
academic jargon. After all, di Prima made
boundary-crossing her practice long before it became a theoretical fad,
taking great risks as she followed her own route to enlightenment. In
order to assess those risks, I find that I must attend to the daily details
that fill her writings:
way she fed and clothed herself and her fam
ily, the music and memories that served as the background for her phys
ical and intellectual sojourns, the challenges of setting up a household
(or moving away from one), the qualities of light that filled the land
scapes she traversed, the style and grace with which she moved through
space.
By the age of fourteen, when di Prima told
Brooklyn family that
she had decided to become a poet, she knew that stepping over
line
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could bring dire consequences. "I cried," she told me, recalling her fate
ful decision. "It
a sad day for me, because I knew I was saying
goodbye people and family
a basic everyday way of life."4 By the
time she dropped out of Swarthmore College and dropped in
a bur
geoning bohemian scene in lower Manhattan, she was
on her way
to becoming a Beat icon. She was hip and well-read. She dressed in
black clothing.
wore her hair long and took
lovers. When
Bob Kaufman spoke of "Mulberry-eyed girls in black stockings/
Smelling vaguely of mint jelly and last night's bongo drummer," in his
poem "Bagel Shop Jazz" (107),
referring to fashion statements di
Prima
made popular. Her streetwise attitude
attracted notice,
surprising many of the men
the
"I've actually
balls to
enjoy myself," she told Anne Waldman in a 1978 interview. "Although
my parents were sort of
the lower edge of the middle class, I'm defi
nitely a street person. All my first writing was completely predicated on
getting the slang of N. Y. in the period of the early '50's down on paper
somehow or another" (Waldman 45).
Di Prima's New York moxie is
display in "More or Less Love
Poems," an early sequence of short lyrics that combine the compact wis
dom of Buddhist aphorisms with the kind of backhanded compliments
traded back
forth in barroom conversation. The result is a some
what skittish acceptance of what love offered women of
Beat Gener
ation. "In case you put me down I got it figured/ how there are better
mouths than yours/ more swinging bodies/ wilder scenes than this," she
says in one poem. "In
you put me down it won't help much" (Pieces
9). Another poem,
laconic phrasing stripped to the bone, is even
more piercing in
sentiments:

In your arms baby
I don't feel no
spring in winter
but I guess I can do
without
galoshes.

In your arms baby
I don't hear no
angels sing
but maybe I forget
turn on
the phonograph.
(Pieces 9)
Wary self-protection and deflective humor are the dominant keys
these poems. For
her toughness, the poet appears to be holding
something back. In Memoirs of a Beatnik, an erotic portrait of her salad
days in
New
underground, di Prima speaks of
"eternal tire
rule of Cool" that forbid emotional attachment (94). To hear her
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/jx/vol8/iss1/2
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tell it, she subscribed to a "philosophy of resigned desperation," the
goal of which was to look "a little beat, a little down" (17).5 But di
Prima's cool attitude could not fully suppress her restless longing for
"wilder scenes than this": places where the glory of an early spring is
unmistakable event, not a futile hope; places where angelic songs
pour down from the heavens. To find these "wilder scenes," she would
have to learn how to draw her own cognitive map, a daunting task for
women in the fifties and early sixties, when few such blueprints exist-

During the sixties — the decade of long, strange trips — this native
New Yorker wended her way westward, in fits and starts, as part of an
ongoing effort to establish new alliances and locate basic personal free
doms. For di
"the West" was a series of encounters in places as
diverse as San Francisco, Wyoming, New Mexico, and even upstate New
York (one of America's first frontiers). Her gradual assimilation in these
regions
a profound effect not only on her psyche, but
her
poetry, which came to discard the harsher style of the New York
and edge closer to the ecological and mystical paradigms favored by
poets of the
Francisco Renaissance.
discovered new modes
of domesticity, many of which took advantage of the vast open-air set
tings she enjoyed. Above all, she proved that the on-the-road genre
belongs to women as well as men. Di Prima's sojourn in the West has
been
intimate journey, and yet it is full of social significance. It is as
fluid and honest a story as I have read.
Di Prima made her first
to the West in 1961. Accompanied by
her young daughter Jeanne, she arrived in
Francisco to visit Michael
and Joanna McClure, who enjoyed one of the few equitable partnerships
among Beat couples (Knight 217).7 From them, she learned about the
natural cycles lending the region and its people their character. In "The
Colors of Brick" (Selected Poems 57), the New York poet thanks Michael
McClure for showing her that poetry is a "process" that exists in har
mony with the slipperiness of organic life. And in "After McClure," a
written around the
time, she speaks of abandoning bop
prosody in favor of more natural rhythms, of "letting [her poetry] come
& go like rain/ like sunlight" (Selected Poems 83). Crossing into Marin
County, di Prima continued to reflect upon
laid-back tranquility and
freedom that Californians enjoyed. "I cut a swath with my New York
noshe recalls in her came
hills, "but watched
She them all
,"
recent
the same. To see: how they did it, this intricate dance. To keep the cre
ative, but without so sharp an edge" (Recollections 265).
elaborated
on this point during our interview. "The West really opened up stuff for
me. I
longer felt bound by the exigencies of space and economics.
There was free food to be gathered in the
you could dig clams on
the beach, and pot was $85 for a big bale. I saw lots of single moms with
kids, living by whatever
their way. I think my experience
there showed me new possibilities. It gave me permission, when I went
back to New York, to have a second kid, this time with LeRoi Jones, who
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didn't want the kid at all. " Less than a year later, she returned to Cali
fornia, settling for a
at Stinson Beach, where she was able to "hear
the sea/ Right out the bedroom window" ("Ship of Fools," Selected Poems
128). Her November 1962 marriage to Alan Marlowe, a gay fashion
model, was officiated by Shunryu Suzuki Roshi, a Zen priest from
Japan, accentuating the Pacific Rim vibe. According
di Prima, the
meeting with Suzuki
pivotal. "It was the first
in my twenty
eight years that I had encountered another human being and felt trust.
It blew my tough, sophisticated young artist's mind" ("Diane" 56-57).
Returning
New York in 1963, di Prima and Marlowe dedicated
themselves to their "little arts empire," establishing the Poets Press and
the New
Poets Theatre, important outlets for avant-garde work.
Even so, it was a turbulent
for
bohemian community, and
the old networks and alliances di Prima
come to
upon began to
splinter and disperse. Close friend Freddie Herko committed suicide
1964.
following year, LeRoi Jones left his family, moved uptown to
Harlem, and changed
name to Amiri Baraka, cutting off most contact
with his white friends. In 1966, Frank O'Hara was struck and killed by
a dune buggy
Fire Island. Other artists and writers started to marry,
have
and move away from
downtown scene. This sense of an
ending quickly made
way into di Prima's verse, which was becoming
less urban and more ecological or "West Coast" in its temperament.
"Good Friday, 1965" stands as a fit example. In this poem, di Prima flees
to her apartment building's rooftop, where she memorializes the closing
of the stripped
("defoliated") Poets Theatre
Easter weekend.
In a sequence reminiscent of
mountaintop meditations of West Coast
poets like Gary Snyder and Phil Whalen, she looks
from her high
perch, mourning what has passed (including Herko) and taking note of
what has endured, in spite of it all, in her home city:
All things on earth have slipped away from me
gulf between this year & the one before
last time I came to this roof to read Milarepa
the children were made of flesh & blood, I was certain
that there were duties that I
to do.
that there was work for Alan and for me.
that there were friends who loved us.
Now I
in
sun
the waters do not reach . . .

some kind of peak

All things
earth are remembering what they were.
Roofs rise like rocks, the traffic sounds of the sea.
flock to
laundromat
their way
the river, with their sheets, they have that look
The shapes are eternal, our vision
had grown obscure.
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Although di Prima's location on the Lower East Side harks back
her
earlier poetry, her diction and tone have veered away from hipster irony
in order to accommodate a more universal and compassionate perspec
tive. The mention of Milarepa is particularly telling on this occasion,
since the Tibetan Buddhist poet-saint had witnessed the destruction
native land and disappearance of his family
a fateful
home,
and thereafter renounced the illusory world to
in mountaintop med
itation (Evans-Wentz 175-82). Similarly, in 1965, di Prima suspects that
"new vision" of the Beat Generation is illusory, or in need of some
updating. Sadly, as she contemplates the void from her rooftop, a world
away from her family and the everyday concerns of city life, she finds
herself ostracized by a surprisingly closed-minded community of urban
bohemians:

people are good, but there is no magic in them
So I am "a guru" — I am not, as I was, among friends.
There has this change occurred.
"This change" reflects in no
measure the poet's recent introduc
tion to the cultural geography of the West
including
religions
of the Pacific Rim. So strong are the effects of her westering impulse, in
fact, that
she knows of New York seems to vanish in a flash of light:

This is not my house anymore: I have
house
I live in it like one who passes through
They are not my children: Mini may go to Roi
Jeanne may leave for the west, and Alexander
might go to the monastery when
is twelve,
And Alan must set out on a terrible journey
I pray will bring him closer his peace.
Defoliating. I am becoming
bones shine thru my flesh. It falls away.
(Selected Poems 139-43)
The "terrible journey" refers to Marlowe's longstanding plan to travel to
but di Prima's own travels sound just as
self-por
trait she sketches at poem's
includes a bleached skeleton in a defo
liated landscape, the kind one might find in a Georgia O'Keefe painting.
At the same time, the image is reminiscent of Sylvia Plath burning her
domestic self away in the early morning hours, or of a Buddhist monk
performing self-immolation. In any case, it becomes apparent that her
city skin falls away as she becomes infused with the light of the wideopen western spaces lingering in her imagination. A similar dynamic
holds sway in "Theatre Poems," as di Prima equates the agitation of a
New York hipster's smile with the grandeur of Zion National Park, and
that the theatre workers wielding staple guns and "dancing
under the lights on St. Marks Place" remind her of Comanches
the
warpath (Selected Poems 130). It is as though New York City could no
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longer speak to a native daughter on
terms.
West was
already in her bones.
When their landlord sold their residence at 35 Cooper Square, di

Diane di Prima at Kerhonkson. Photo courtesy of the New York
Public Library; with permission of Diane di Prima.

Prima and Marlowe decided
leave the city, moving to a Hindu
ashram in Monroe, New York, before finding a house to rent in Ker
honkson, New York, in the Catskills. Suddenly, the woman who had
spent nearly all her life in the city was cut loose from a familiar
of
life. No one visited for months. In "The Bus Ride," di Prima describes
herself as a passive victim who has been spirited away to a chilly isola
tion "in
northern mountains ... at the edge of the world," like a
southern European taken hostage by a Nordic plunderer (Pieces 55). The
experience was unnerving, yet there she was, braving the wilds, heating
a chilly house with firewood, and gathering wild herbs and rhubarb for
the supper table (as she honed her foraging skills, she recalled the times
she had watched Italian-American women in the Bronx gather dande
lion greens in vacant lots). A Poloroid snapshot taken during the sum
mer of 1966 (and reprinted as the frontispiece in Kerhonkson Journal)
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shows family members dutifully taking up their roles as hearty pio
neers. Standing outdoors, di Prima wears a long dress and a bonnet, the
traditional attire of a nineteenth-century frontier woman. In what is
perhaps an ironic salute to the Statue of Liberty, she cradles a large book
or tablet with her left forearm. Marlowe, shirtless and unshaven, tow
ers above her. He holds the shoulder of Dominique, whose makeshift
tiara is perched precariously
the springy hair she inherited from her
biological father, LeRoi Jones. Young Alexander, by contrast, is the spit
ting image of Marlowe, and
appears
be totally nude. With its
hasty posing and prideful smirks, the frontispiece photo presents a
campy version of hippie pastoralia, even as it suggests an acceptance of
the open-air domesticity di Prima
glimpsed in Marin County three
years earlier. Indeed, it has the antique quality of an old daguerreotype
unearthed
the prairie, despite
fact that
portrayal of gay and
interracial family members trumpets the arrival of a newer and more
controversial social frontier.8
Poems written during this time likewise emphasize the charade-like
character of the family's rustic disguise. "Oh it is very like being a pio
neer," di Prima declares in "Song for the Spring Equinox," before admit
ting that it is also "slightly boring,/ it tastes a lot of the times crossword
poem/ and ordering things thru the
which never come/ or turn out
wrong, or come the wrong color (wisteria)" (Selected Poems 152). In a
manner reminiscent of Caroline Kirkland, a nineteenth-century New
Yorker
tried her hand at frontier living in Michigan, di Prima reg
isters her initial disappointment with rural life in off-handed and slight
ly satirical language. "I
see Shanghai Express at the Museum/
of Modern
meet Frank [O'Hara] for a drink, or a bacon and egg
sandwich/ somehow involve myself in the national culture," she com
plains in another poem, "I'll Always Remember the Maltese Falcon";
instead I
here, discussing acreage
not that we have any yet, discussing horses
and planning to grow buckwheat and make miso
have
apple orchard — all
our point 87 of an acre.
(Selected Poems 161)
In "First Snow, Kerhonkson," a poem she addresses directly to Marlowe,
di Prima does even more to dispel the pretensions of their makeshift
utopia:
This, then, is the gift the world has given me
(you have given me)
softly the snow
in hollows
lying on the surface of
matching my long white candles
which stand at the window
which will burn at dusk while the snow
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fills up our valley
this hollow
friend will wander down
no one arriving brown from Mexico
from the sunfields of California, bearing pot
they are scattered now, dead or silent
or blasted to madness
by the howling brightness of our once common vision
and this gift of yours —
white silence filling the contours of my life.
(Pieces 54)

Although she appears to be magical, posing as a conjurer of spirits in
front of a candlelit shrine, di Prima is forced to acknowledge her pow
erlessness in the face of rural America's crushing isolation. With her city
friends out of the picture, she must somehow find a
to make the
white silence of upstate New York a part of her own being.
In Memoirs of a
di Prima implies that her first
toward
salvation involved sorting through the pastoral subtext of her fondest
urban memories. As she recalled the episodes that turned her into a
Beat icon, she would often employ rural terminology in an effort to
show the extent to which nature affects even the most inveterate of city
dwellers. Accordingly, she talks about the "blooming pads" of the
Lower East Side, as though she were describing lily pads (65), and calls
14th Street "the northern limit of our country," as though she were
scouting
furthest reaches of an uncharted territory (104). She also
speaks of "woodshedding," which sounds natural enough, but is actu
ally a jazz term signifying "what you do when you hole up and practice
your art. . . to the exclusion of
else" (97). The most hilarious exam
ple of her faux-naturalism arrives in an earlier prose piece entitled
"What Do Frogs Say?" In a crowded pad, Freddie Herko, a dancer by
trade, works fruitlessly on a painting, while di Prima puts tomato sauce
on a low simmer and tries to steal a few minutes of quality
with her
daughter:
Jeanne has this picture book. She doesn't really know what it's
all about, but you point to things, and make noises,
she
it. Gets you in trouble, though. Like with butterflies. What the
hell do butterflies say? Nothing. So I moved my hands around
like flying and she was happy .... I turned the page and there
were these frogs. I pointed
them. Jeanne
I've never
seen a frog. Never. Very peculiar life I've had. Seen an albino
roach once. But
frogs. I said to Freddie What do frogs say.
(Dinners 148)

Di Prima may have seen an albino roach, and she may have occasional
ly stalked
insect brothers as though she were hunting big game (Din
ners 104), but she certainly lagged behind her upstate neighbors in her
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knowledge of natural phenomena, and she was honest enough to admit
it. In "Biology Lesson," for example, she portrays herself as a hapless
and somewhat fearful city slicker attempting to find her way amidst all
the other signs of life. In the following passage, biota permeate her
domestic interior, much as they "crawl" across
indented poetic
the whole place practically crawls
the green moist chilly warmth yin air
busy as hell, the whole thing coming together
all
the place

they were dead wrong about no spontaneous
generation.
(Pieces 61)
In Wickerby: An Urban Pastoral, Brooklyn writer Charles Siebert tells
of being unable to fall asleep in the countryside of southern Quebec
because of all the noise. I myself know of New Yorkers who, whenever
they visit the country, wake up the chirping of crickets or the rustling
of an animal in the bush. In happier moments, they mistake the sound
of wind rustling through the trees for the whoosh of traffic on the
Brooklyn-Queens Expressway. Di Prima was not so different during her
first prolonged residence in a rural locale, and yet for a woman who
considered anything outside New York City to be "the country"
(Memoirs 65), she
already come a long way. She
even switched
to a macrobiotic diet.
coffee and speed she
ingested
the
trying to keep up the fast
of city life
given her a severe
stomach condition.
new natural diet not only soothed her physical
ailments, but also helped her get in touch with her surroundings. "This
may sound funny," she told me, "but you eat seasonally the wild food
that grows locally, so you get in tune with the land. "
Di Prima's connection with the land grew even stronger when she
hopped in a Volkswagen bus and embarked on one of the great road
adventures of the era: a twenty-thousand mile reading tour across
ica. Five
Through
editorship of the Floating Bearsome
in the early sixties,
on
of
di Prima had established a vast network of friends and colleagues in
"funny little places" across the country (Floating Bear vii), places Donald
Allen failed to delineate in his avant-garde anthology, The New American
Poetry.9 Through these contacts, she was able to set up a schedule
readings in advance, though in the spirit of the times she reserved time
for exploration
days between stations. Marlowe handled the driving
chores.
year-old Dominique and
year-old Alexander came
along for the adventure, as did a pair of puppies and an ex-marine from
Louisiana named "Zen,"
provided childcare support. Even in 1967,
this unorthodox domestic unit must have elicited
strange looks
and caustic remarks, especially in Middle America. But as Kirschenbaum points out, di Prima decided "to live as though the revolution had
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already been accomplished — to separate sex from marriage and mar
riage from childrearing, and to improvise a quasi-familial supportive
network" (64).
Zig-zagging her way across the country, di Prima read at a wide
array of
ranging from a teenage discotheque in Buffalo, to a
Black Arts gallery in Pittsburgh, to a professor's house in Seattle, to var
ious storefronts.
members of the hippie
were supported by
funds collected from the readings, and from the LSD that Timothy Leary
supplied in lieu of a bankroll when they departed
estate in Mill
brook, New York, earlier that year. They cooked and camped out of the
bus,
roadsides and in fields, in all kinds of weather, making do with
whatever their gypsy life offered them, establishing a closer contact
with the land and
people than Kerouac, for all
talk about becom
an "American careener" (Vanity 111), could ever have hoped to
establish during
of his speedy dashes across the continent. The
diverse splendor of America lay before them as they made their way
into new territories, and di Prima remembers riding a "wave of excite
ment" that crested as they moved westward:

As you moved west, you moved from the staid gray of the East,
academics and the teenyboppers, to revolution and the
whole music scene in Detroit, and the scene just got more crazy
as you got further westward. It
about be the Summer of
Love, you know. I remember these kids from White Horse, pil
grims from the hinterlands,
down to Vancouver when we
were there and they all had tie-dye shirts on. Many of the profs
were dropped out by that
and you did readings at their
house rather than [at] the university.
But a life
brought about some unforeseen difficul
ties. In "Poem in Praise of
Husband (Taos)," di Prima and Marlowe
are depicted as a pair of clueless explorers, "blundering thru from one
wrong place to the next/ . . . look[ing] at the stars, about which they
know nothing, to find out/ where they are going" (Pieces 63). One also
notes di Prima's growing demand for a space of writing outside a pre
scribed set of domestic duties, which to her chagrin accompanied her on
this road trip. Viewed in this light, her "praise" for Marlowe is rather
damning:
I suppose it hasn't been easy living with me either,
with my piques, and
and downs, my need for privacy
leo pride and weeping in bed when you're trying
and you, interrupting me in the middle of a thousand poems
did I call the insurance people? the time you stopped a poem
in the middle of our drive over the nebraska hills and
into Colorado, odetta singing, the whole world singing in me
the triumph of our revolution in the air
me about to get that down, and you
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you saying something about the carburetor
so that it all went away.

(Pieces 63)
In a review of Jonathan Raban's Passage to Juneau, Larry McMurtry
maintains that "interrupted domesticity is the
little secret of trav
el writing" (41). Not surprisingly, McMurtry makes this statement after
reading a travel narrative written by man who has temporarily forsak
en his family. Di
by contrast, brought her extended family along
for the
She therefore
few interruptions
a domestic rou
tine that was itself an endless sequence of interruptions. It would
appear considerably more difficult strike the pose of a swashbuckling
travel writer when one has kids and a husband tugging on both sides
one's dress, but then again, this is a hurdle many western women have
had to overcome as they moved into uncharted territories, as favorite
songs (their own,
of certain folk singers, and those of the land)
interrupted by the more mundane music of family life.10
Her tour of America complete, di Prima returned to New York, gave
Marlowe her credit cards in an effort to dispatch
India, and took
stock of her situation. As
been the case five years
she
herself living in her hometown but longing for the western lands she
had recently left behind. In "Stone Take 1/12/68," she tests her ability to
make New York vanish, or "go poof" (Selected Poems 184), much as she
had done in "Good Friday, 1965." In "City Winter," she registers her
disgust with the "grey world"
which she has returned: "Even the
snow does not 'stick'/ doesn't whiten the ground" (Selected Poems 192).
The five sections of "New Mexico Poem" are even more effective in
tracking the geographic shift di Prima was working through
aesthet
and personal levels.
first section argues that the stunning sunsets
she saw in New Mexico led her to believe that she was standing on
native ground, confirming the beliefs of other female travelers to the
Southwest, including Mabel Dodge Luhan, Mary Austin, and Willa
Cather.11
occasion, di Prima seems
have longed for New York
the reading tour, though in retrospect she recalls having been
lured by a mirage, a "glimmering" but rather "brittle" city, "made
porcelain," where recently deceased friends, including O'Hara and
Herko, still lingered. Later in the poem, she mentions bleached bones in
the desert, a fit reminder of the mortality recently visited upon her com
rades in New York, and another afterimage from "Good Friday, 1965. "
The
section measures New Mexico's vast beauty ("O wondrous
wide open spaces!") against New York's cramped thoroughfares, and
offers up the hope that the violence visited upon Native Americans and
their ancestral homelands will be reversed by African Americans rioting
ss the Hudson River in
New Jersey:

As for me I have just changed from the D to the A train
in a dark tunnel you Indians wouldn't believe;
a metal tube is shrieking as it carries me to an island
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with four million people on it, eating supper.
The newspaper tells me that there is war in Newark.
My hope is small but constant: black men shall tear down
the thing they cannot name.
They will
room again for the great sea birds
woods
will spring up thicker than you remember.

Di Prima helped the black citizens in Newark, shipping them supplies
via back roads after the National Guard blocked major highways. At the
same time, she knew she would have to rekindle her own life's mission
in
West, as
final apostrophe
New Mexico's Indians makes
clear:

Where you are, it is two hours earlier
the breeze is cold, the sun is very hot
the horses are standing around, wishing for trees
It is possible I shall see you dance again
your hill, in your beads, if the
are very kind.
(Selected Poems 173)
The
must have been kind, because during the tumultuous sum
mer of 1968 di Prima pulled up stakes and moved west for good, find
ing an apartment in San Francisco large enough
house her entire
tribe, which now consisted of four
two of Marlowe's former lovers,
and a number of sundry artists and Diggers enamored of communal liv
ing. In the midst of all this, desperate for money, she began to write
Memoirs of a Beatnik for Olympia Press, acceding to the publisher's
request that she include as many sex scenes as possible. The result was
a titillating but rather skewed appraisal of an era and a geographical
location she was trying to put behind her. Speaking of Memoirs of a Beat
nik in
"Afterword" to the 1988 edition, di Prima says, "I am really
glad I wrote it when I did, before
West completely took me" (137).
According to plan, she would work
the book only in the mornings.
"By noon or one I would have
enough for the day, and close up
shop, and wander off to Japantown for raw fish and sake, which I had
discovered was the only
acclimate
the rain and mist and sea
wind that were a constant in the panhandle. " Once immersed in the
Pacific Rim spirit of her new locale, she felt ready to begin her "real
writing" (138).
This "real writing" includes a number of poems about straying hip
pie men — "November," "Zero," "Chronology," "Aries, Again," "Debo
rah," and "Seattle Song" (dedicated to Peter Coyote) — all of which
speak to the
propensity
pick up and "split" when relationships
or domestic duties become too difficult. In "A Spell for Felicia, That She
Away" and "Dee's Song," di Prima turns to consider hippie
women, whom she portrays as defeated domestics
in filth and
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encumbered by drug problems and dashed dreams. Di Prima herself
occupied a position somewhere between these poles. She did her best to
take care of the extended family under her roof, but she also demanded
the same freedom and mobility the hippie men enjoyed. Accordingly, in
the aptly titled "Poem of the Refusals" (Pieces 132), she gives conven
tional domesticity the heave-ho: "No checkerboard/ linoleum. No. / No
dishwasher; washing machine/ unlikely. " And yet, as a loving mother,
she turns to honor the natural resolve displayed by her children: "like
grass/ on the hills — they hang/ in there. " Similarly, in "These Days"
(Pieces 131), di Prima speaks of being "Permanently/ removed from con
cern abt my/ kitchen," but finds that the open-air setting of her new
house in Marshall, California made home life bearable. She takes her
young son Rudi for a nature walk through a meadow, puts
favorite record on the turntable when he gets up, and plans to take her
children down a dirt
to visit her neighbor later in the afternoon,
serving forth images of a footloose and "undisguisedly mirthful" form
of country living. Living on the shoreline of
Bay, she and the
kids caught fish in a net they draped
the
near the Marshall
Tavern. At night they slept on Japanese-style tatami mats, drifting off to
the rhythm of waves that lapped underneath the floorboard extensions
of their bedroom.12 In a way, di Prima's situation during these years
does not sound all that different from the "distinctly domestic disorder"
described in Marilynne Robinson's Housekeeping (113). As happens in
that intriguing novel, though, some kids take kindly
this kind
unconventional upbringing, and some clearly do not. "I've never met
anyone poorer than we were," Tara Marlowe tells Daniel Pinchbeck
his essay
children of the Beats. "When I was a kid, my mother once
told us that she was going on strike — she wasn't going be the moth
er and cook for us
She's still on strike. " Pressed by Pinchbeck
to describe how her mother's lifestyle affected her as she
growing
up, Tara replies, "It meant that
one
taught me table manners, or
how to dress or that I
clean myself, so I walked around like a
filthy ragamuffin with matted hair" (387-88).
Di Prima
lived in voluntary poverty for years, of course, but in
the West she began to immerse herself more deeply in a Buddhist reli
gion forbidding attachment and material wealth, making frequent visits
to the Zen Center and East-West House in
Francisco, and to the new
monastery at Tassajara Springs. Nestled deep in the mountains at the
end of a fifteen-mile dirt road, Tassajara was originally settled by the
Esselen people,
praised the healing properties of
water and its
abundant natural beauty. Non-natives
"It's great! Like China!"
Shunryu Suzuki exclaimed after he and the members of the Zen Center,
with money collected from several Bay Area "zenefits," purchased the
land in 1966, thereby establishing the first Zen monastery in the West
ern hemisphere (Chadwick, 266, 278, xi). In "Tassajara, 1969," di Prima
offers
own encomium, in Asian-inflected rhythms:
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Even Buddha is lost in this land
the immensity
takes us all with it, pulverizes, & takes us in

Bodhidharma came from the west.
Coyote met him.
(Pieces 86)

When Gary Snyder translated Chinese poet Han Shan while working on
a California trail crew in 1955, he claimed that
experienced a "meet
ing of sensations" between East and West (Bartlett 107). Some years
later, di Prima experiences a similar revelation, as mobile figures from
different hemispheres confront one another. Bodhidharma was
fifth
century monk who brought Buddhism from India to China, beginning
eastward transmission that eventually brought this religion to Korea
and Japan. Shunryu Suzuki surely extended the route when he brought
Zen practice from Japan to California in 1959.
writings of D. T.
Suzuki
already made inroads with American intellectuals interest
ed in Zen,
be sure, and many of the Beats had been listening to Alan
Watts speak about the subject
KPFA
Not until "the little Suzu
ki" (as the Roshi humbly called himself) arrived on these shores, how
ever, was a Zen master able to persuade a large number of Americans to
actually
a practice of Buddhism. Monks in Japan may have chas
tised Suzuki for watering
Buddhism in
effort to make it
appealing
the "beginning mind" of Westerners, but di Prima would
have us see that the religion
brought to these shores was not diluted
so much as it was given new dimension. In particular, it was the pul
verizing power of the American West, a landscape filled with
panoramas and roaming trickster figures like
which challenged
Buddhism address a more dangerous and freewheeling reality. Suzu
ki himself seemed to capture the integrative spirit of West Coast Bud
dhism when
used the spear of a Tassajara yucca plant instead of a
Japanese brush to complete the sumi painting
the cover of Zen Mind,
Beginner's Mind. Far from being a hindrance, the wild American land
scape actually facilitated Buddhist precepts, as di Prima explained some
years later:
Whether we are aware of it or not, something of Buddhism per
vades American consciousness. When Bodhidharma
from
India to China with the Buddhism that was to become Ch'an and
later Zen, his answer to the Chinese emperor's request for "the
holy teachings" as "VASTNESS, NO HOLINESS!" This seems to
me to be at the very core of who we are, what we are doing in the
world at this time, as a nation and as a species, as we move
of time
space. It's a big risk and, as the Dharma reminds us,
there are
answers — but consciousness is shapely, and we do
know more than we know.
("Diane" 58)
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The sublimity of the West emerges even more powerfully in "Letter
to Jeanne (at Tassajara)," a
di Prima addresses
her eldest
daughter.
verse epistle closes with a wistful blessing, a wish that
Jeanne's summer retreat will teach her to cherish the "various life" her
mother could never appreciate growing up in New York City:
O you have landscapes dramatic like mine
never was, uncounted caves
to mate in, my scorpio, bright love
like fire light up your beauty years
on these new, jagged hills.
(Pieces 99)

While at Tassajara, di Prima could hardly have foreseen that anoth
er landscape would affect her even more powerfully. But in 1971, she
received notice that the National Endowment for the Arts
chosen
her for
Poet-in-the-Schools program in Wyoming.13 During her sixyear tenure with this program, she ranged far afield, from reform
schools in Minnesota to BIA schools in Arizona, bringing literature to
those with little access
books, teaching a population others claimed
could not be
In return, a poet of the counterculture received
new knowledge from a vast array of characters living in out-of-the-way
places.
closeted gay man in Casper who routinely checked himself
into the state asylum, just so
could have access to the valium
need
ed
assuage his anxieties. The woman from Sheridan who was forced
to hide her watercolor paintings from a husband who would not abide
such a "waste of time. "
Indian schoolteacher in Arminto, forbidden
from teaching on the reservation, living in one trailer and teaching
another, trying his best to assemble educational resources in a town
consisted of two houses, a hotel, and a bar. The girl in a reform school
refused to write in her notebook, because she did not have 35 cents
to buy another. These were the people
touched di Prima's soul.
the end, she bought six more notebooks for the little girl, and left behind
a bilingual edition of Lorca's Poet in New York (an ironic choice) for a
group of appreciative migrant workers from Mexico. She left countless
thefrom the outside
s with
belief that someone
who
world truly cared.
Looking back at this time, di Prima recalls that she was "trying to stretch
myself to understand the circumstance of people's lives so that I don't
enter them as an outsider with a pre-formed judgment. ... So it's not
only the work — the readings and
workshops — but what spills over
because if you're a visiting artist in these places, you're kind of the local
healer, shaman, psychiatrist, friend — a friend
is going away
tomorrow so can be told everything" (Waldman 43-44).
There is indeed a legacy of despair and loneliness that colors the art,
music, and literature of the interior West, a longing to reach out across
wide-open spaces to communicate, or even just to hear others commu
nicate. The Wichita Lineman in the old Jimmy Webb song that Glen
Campbell made popular, chilled to the bone and in need of a vacation,
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covertly taps into the telephone wires so that he can overhear two lovers
having a conversation. More recently, in Close Range, Annie Proulx
traces the psychological outcroppings of Wyoming, a harsh terrain upon
which even the most fiercely independent of folks are forced to admit
that "you can't have a fence with only
post" (71). All the same, this
is also a region where visionary writers and artists have unearthed some
unexpected cultural convergences. In Gary Snyder's Myths & Texts,
Asian Zen masters and Sioux Indian prophets from different centuries
mingle freely
the
sharing ancient wisdom and engaging
cogent ecological and social commentary. In "Wichita Vortex Sutra,"
Allen Ginsberg and Peter Orlovsky find that reports about the Vietnam
War they hear
their car radio are thrown into relief by a random
series of prairie signifiers: weather reports, holy roller gospel shouting,
billboard messages, movie advertisements, and Indian chants. Jazz
musicians Pat Metheny and Lyle Mays cover some of this
territo
ry, literally and thematically, in "As Falls
So Falls Wichita
Falls," a bizarre assemblage of Asian and American sounds they record
ed, as a
of musical riddle, in 1981.14 In each case, the expanse
the West facilitates the free circulation of culturally coded messages
emanating from far-flung locations.
To her credit, di Prima is attuned several frequencies at once. She
is in touch with the sadness and loneliness that
the West, but she
has an ear to the ground listen to those
have never truly dis
appeared. In "Sixth Notebook Meditation," the restless poet asks join
the long line of rebel angels, many of them Asian in origin or spirit, who
continue to make this hardscrabble region
essentially welcoming
place.
Ping-ponging back & forth across America
starting small grass fires where I land
in Minnesota jail, Wyoming
community college, high schools of South Tucson
may I always remember the Bodhisattvas
sitting down in BIA cafeteria, may I
cut hamburger with the sword of Manjusri
pluck lotuses
windy Nebraska hills
set jewels of Lokeshvra round my neck
after I brush my teeth in steam-heated
dormitory bathroom.
Pure light of ancient wisdom,
w/ me
like a follow spot, pierce my
armored heart, clean
cobwebs of plastic food & deadened
eternal sorrow.
"How do you like it here?" "I like
very much. "

(Pieces 103)15
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Radically inclusive by nature, di Prima literally propels herself for
ward in this poem, employing rushed syntax (ampersands and short
hand spellings) and "ping-pong" indentations, and reciting mundane
daily activities alongside religious petitions in an effort to fathom the
spiritual rewards of
NEA work. To a certain extent, the quirky
simultaneity with which di Prima summons heavenly figures and
folks puts me in mind of Kathleen Norris, another poet who left New
York live and teach
the Great Plains.16 As she offers up a mystical
prayer and receives the blessing of a straightforward and heartfelt ques
tion, di Prima realizes that the key ingredients to a fulfilling life are
unrestricted movement across a vast landscape and close contact with
people. In
the reason the NEA extended di Prima's grant for so
many years was that she was
to get along with the rough-hewn
characters other writers could not relate to. Even the rednecks were
willing to give her a fair shake. "They respected my honesty," she told
me. "I was able to stand up to them and look them in the eye, and they
liked that. "
Although di Prima embraced the people of the interior West, she
could not help but recall the Sand Creek massacre and
legacy
frontier violence. She sometimes winced upon looking at
desolate
land, with
"short spiny grass & dusty wind" and "beef
expensive
to eat. " And she bleakly noted that two-thirds of
citizens "voted for
madman Nixon/ [and] were
bomb the 'gooks' in their steamy
jungle. " Even so, she
the wherewithal, at the end of "Brief
Wyoming Meditation," to seek a separate peace:

I seek
the place where your nature meets mine,
the place where we touch

nothing
long
nothing
but earth
& the mountains
(Pieces 106)

"Wyoming Series" (Pieces
a poem written in the late seven
ties and reissued by di Prima's
Eidolon Editions in 1988, develops
an even more intimate connection with the West. Dedicated to Shunryu
Suzuki ("who visited me in a dream and brought me this poem"), the
limited edition of this "love poem to a harsh land" is enhanced by the
poet's pen and ink drawings of basin and range. These smooth abstract
lines, erotic in their curvature, suggest a vibrant bond between the land
and the poet's own body, even as they rekindle thoughts of the spright
ly angels
fill the air of Big Sky country and the bodhisattva giants
who linger in the canyons and "give
edge" to lovers' dreams.
Throughout the poem, feminine metaphors of immersion and enfolding
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supplant the region's long-dominant paradigms of violent penetration
and rape (see Kolodny), bringing forth a new (and sensually fulfilling)
model of moving through space in the post-frontier West. "The land
scape itself is unobtrusive," di Prima told students at Boulder's Naropa
Institute in 1975. "It enters you, you enter it, it's there. "
result is an
uncanny homecoming in a not-so-foreign location. "When you see that
land, or you recognize that feeling, you say, yeah, wow, I remember this,
I've been here before, even though you never have.
most surpris
ing things are always familiar, immediately. That's been my experience"
("Light/And Keats" 22).
Di Prima has also written quite frequently about the free play
light in the West, often employing the alchemical traditions she
studied since the sixties. Sometimes it seems like di Prima's descrip
tions of light are merely an excuse to paint a pretty picture of the West,
but in a poem entitled "Studies in Light" the vicissitudes of light take on
an abstract and energetic quality similar
the kind Charles Olson
ascribed
Mayan glyphs, one of his models for "open field" poetics
(Belgrad 87-94):

light
as a glyph that writes itself
over & over,
the face
of water, inscrutable
perpetual motion.

(Pieces 144)
In "How to Become a Walking Alchemical Experiment," di Prima brings
her studies in light and metallurgy to bear
more public concerns,
including the nuclear tests that have wreaked destruction
many
desert communities. In this poem, she mimics the do-it-yourself
instructions found in "whole earth" catalogues and macrobiotic diet
books
show just how polluted
West has become:
eat mercury (in wheat & fish)
breathe sulphur fumes (everywhere)
take plenty of (macrobiotic) salt
& cook the mixture in the heat
of an atomic explosion.

(Pieces 82)
Because she was particularly sensitive restrictions on free expres
sion and mobility, di Prima also cast a cold eye on the capsule sum
maries of Native American life housed in the museums of this
In
"American Indian Art: Form
Tradition" (Pieces 101), she
the
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis
task for the dissembling effects of
its cold storage policies, and for
entombment of tribes who identified
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so closely with the earth. Unlike "Brief Wyoming Meditation," with its
open-air rumination on frontier history, this
takes aim at a thor
oughly sanitized version of western exotica, a version blindly accepted
by thousands of tourists each year.17 A major question that arises here
is whether the members of the mostly white counterculture have any
right
speak
the behalf of native peoples.
this occasion, di
Prima even
so far as
ventriloquize the voice of Indian lament,
repeating the line "Were we not fine?" as she passes by the empty shirts,
labeled baskets and disassembled pipes hanging in the museum's glass
cases. As Philip Deloria has argued in
book Playing Indian, the
Native American has regularly functioned as an "open and unfixed"
signifier of postmodern pleasure and rebelliousness for white audi
ences, even though the "Indianness" summoned in these instances is
usually "the sign of something unchanging, a first principle" (167). So
it was that the celebrants who painted their faces and adorned them
selves with feathers at watershed events like the Human Be-in and the
Monterey Pop Festival announced
hippie revolution with a little
help
somebody else's traditions. This trend would
account
for the "we" in "American Indian Art: Form and Tradition. " Having
said this, I believe that this poem offers a heartfelt lament for a culture
that has been incarcerated, eviscerated, and put
display.18 As one
extended the realm through which Beat and hippie women felt free
to travel, di Prima feels she has a unique kind of sympathy with the
Indian ghosts trapped in the museum. It would be foolish to call her a
witness to the long legacy of abuse Native Americans have suffered, or
a spokesperson for their rights, but it would be just as foolish
reject
out of hand what she has
say about the effect of enclosed spaces on
aesthetics and culture.
Around the
she began her NEA work, di Prima was assuming
another identity without hesitation: that of Loba, the wolf-goddess who
became the subject of a book-length poem she last updated in 1998. In
Loba, di Prima assumes the mantle handed down by one of her favorite
poets, H. D. , whose Trilogy is the only long poem written by a mod
ernist woman
be regularly mentioned in the
breath as "The
Waste Land," The Cantos, or The Bridge. It was not until the late seven
ties and early eighties, Lynn Keller reminds us, that a substantial num
ber of American women, emboldened by the social and political victo
ries of "second wave" feminism, began to claim the long poem as their
métier. Because Loba was conceived at the beginning of the seventies, a
decade or so before this trend, we might choose to place it alongside
other long poems written by the New American Poets (Gary Snyder's
Myths & Texts, Charles Olson's Maximus Poems, Robert Duncan's "Pas
sages," Ed Dorn's Gunslinger). That said, Loba clearly prepares the way
for the feminist "forms of expansion" championed by Keller, which with
"openness to sociological, anthropological, and historical material
[have been] particularly useful for poets eager to explore women's roles
in history and in the formation of culture" (Keller 15). As Adrienne Rich
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exudes in a statement gracing the front cover of the 1998 edition, Loba is
"a great geography of the female imagination."
Di Prima says that the vision of Loba
to her while she was
working in a Wyoming reform school, where she met "people living in
total pain. "
by her surroundings, she had long dream one
night. "It
to do with being in an outcast or vagabond situation with
my two children," she told students at Naropa a few
later, empha
sizing the non-traditional domestic arrangement she
come favor.
In the dream, the rich people who live upstairs send a wolf to "hunt
down"
poet and her brood who, having caught wind of this macabre
"entertainment," are already in the process of making their escape.
According
di
"this wolf digs what's happening, and falls
behind us and starts walking with us. Keeping pace. And at some
point, I turned around and looked this creature in the eye, and I recog
nized ... this as a goddess that I'd known in Europe a long long time
ago" ("Light/And Keats" 34-35). Throughout Loba, di Prima focuses not
only on the wolf, but
the animistic spirit that
through the land,
keeping it alive.
sequence cobbles together goddess legends from
around the world and Indian tales native to the American
many of
which speak of a balance between inner and outer wilderness, of a con
nection between women and landscape that has traditionally thrived
that region (cf. Smith and Allen 181).
result is a book
in the
poet's own estimation, manifests the "feralness at the core of woman"
("Tapestry" 22).
Like the long feminist poems Lynn Keller admires most, Loba tells its
story within a "hypotactic" structure, one in
as Keller puts it,
"elements from one lyric section . . . enhance an understanding of the
lyrics that follow" (5). Accordingly, over the course of Loba's many sec
the wolf goddess
many guises (sister, mother, lover,
witch, huntress, whore, junkie, bag lady, friend, maid, and hag).
Only gradually, after
manifestations and adventures, does a full
portrait emerge. Much like di Prima herself, the Loba moves in a wide
arc, sniffing out freedom and roaming towards whomever she thinks
might benefit from her influence. Early on, she appears among urban
bohemians, the "lost moon sisters" wandering
Avenue in
York to Fillmore Street in
Francisco, symbolizing their solidarity
and resilient spirit (Loba 3). Before
the Loba is taking her occasion
everywhere: "Her bower/ lurks in the unseen muddy places/ of yr soul,
she waits under the steps/ of yr tenement" (43). At one juncture, the
Loba enters a redneck bar in
rural West, and does her best fit in:

she strides in blue jeans to the corner
bar; she dances
w/ the old women, the
light up, they order wine,
sawdust is flying under her feet
her sneakers, thudding soft
her wispy hair falls sometimes
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into her face
were it not for the ring of fur
around her ankles
just
her bobby socks
there's
one
wd ever guess
name ....
(Loba 28)

A companion piece of sorts
Gary Snyder's famous poem about hip
pies and rednecks, "I Went
Maverick Bar," this section of
indicates the extent to which an East Coast bohemian has immersed her
self in her western subject matter. So strong is di Prima's attachment to
the wily wolf goddess, in
that a reader labors to distinguish
between the two. "I am you/ and must become you," she tells the Loba
at the outset of the volume (6), and
the time we get to this poem —
so full of womanly swagger and the creaturely joy of striding, dancing,
and drinking — we are inclined to believe her.
fur around the
ankles might eventually give away the identity of the dancer in the bar,
but it is hard to say whether the Loba is masquerading as di Prima, or
whether di Prima has become the wolf. Whatever her identity, there is
a "feral core" that gives this woman the courage to forge new relation
ships in
various contact zones of the West. In her more successful
ventures, she locates the uncanny space she calls "a surround," a special
of being,
"outer place more intimate than your blood" (281).
Di Prima anticipates an uneasy reception of her wild identifications
in "The Critic Reviews Loba," a section in which she imagines
exces
sively rational reviewer (A literary critic? A historian of the "New
West"?) lambasting the poem for
failure to include street names and
precise equations in
loosely structured historiography (138). Acade
mics might not have understood her purpose, di Prima admits in her
interview with Waldman, but unpretentious western audiences accept
ed the themes of Loba rather instinctively:
I
one
up in a small college in northern California and
all these folks came out from the surrounding communities, and
communes, and towns, and a lot of women with babies arrived
and the reading seemed to reach everyone. Everyone was
and it was a magical event and
explanation of all these soeclectic references were (sic) needed. . . . Whereas I find
that reading Loba to an intellectual audience up at one of the uni
versities in Massachusetts or something endlessly requires
explanations.
(Waldman 43)
In short, di Prima wants to believe that there is a pulse or spirit in the
West that exists beneath the level of language, or at least beneath the
level of literary and theoretical coordinates. She seems to regard Loba as
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a magical lodestone drawing those who love the West into its sphere of
influence,
circulation of energies, regardless of whether they actual
ly understand what it is that draws them there.
The later sections of Loba show the poet coming to terms with her
advancing age. "There is no myth/ for this older, ample woman," she
writes in "Point of Ripening: Lughnasa" (Loba 305). "The harvest/ is not
for yourself// You
longer need to claim it" (307). Di Prima picks up
the bittersweet theme of aging in "Decline of the West,"
uncol
lected poem she published in the Los Angeles Times in 1996. In the fol
lowing passage, she looks back upon the broken dreams and personal
losses that are part of any older person's vita:

I guess I'll never buy a San Francisco mansion
or one
the Big Sur coast & fill it w/ my friends
artists in every room writing painting composing
a big dance studio w/ barres & steamy windows
wisteria tumbling over the porch & view of the
ocean
three sides
most of the friends I mean to fill it with
are dead by now & my knees are getting stiff
for so
stairs & who wd do the cooking?

life in the West has not provided the poet with an
solution to all
of
ills, nor has it given her an answer to all of
mysteries: "No
comfortable spiritual armchair, either, alas,
practice/ I know I can do
just right & will do forever. " Somewhat wistfully, she acknowledges
that the "insane permission and vastness" she felt upon her first
encounter with western landscapes in the early sixties have given way
to little victories in smaller spaces:
I
guess I'm just out
in my cluttered apartment in the Western Addition
one well-strung mala, one well-knotted cord
from a distant lama
the limits of elegance
in my unkempt life.

Her San Francisco apartment is cramped and cluttered; it is hardly the
mansion of her dreams, replete with tumbling wisteria and windows
that
way to an expansive ocean view. Even so, the "well-strung
mala" at the very least points
the spiritual realm of the Pacific
Rim, the extended cultural geography to which the American West is
unmistakably linked. Di Prima probably uses the Tibetan prayer beads
for counting mantras. But I get the feeling that they
symbolize the
episodes and people that have filled her life, the "well-knotted cord"
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that becomes more visible as she ages. However "unkempt" her domes
tic situation may appear be at any particular time, she is usually able
to find a measure of serenity and elegance whenever she looks back to
see just how far she has traveled down the Dharma path.
There are "two kinds of motion," di Prima once heard an
astrologer say, "the kind that does/ and the kind that does not displace
the center of being" ("From
Francisco," Selected Poems 227).
fact
that she now feels more at home in the West than she ever did in New
the sixties,

k suggests
My date
that she
from closer her true center
to some
during
onmoved
of
when she ceased to be the leotard-wearing icon whose photograph
appears in the pages of Beat history books. Di Prima might as well have
been describing her own journey beyond the (city) limits of Beat culture
when she recited lines
H. D. during a 1987 lecture at
Francis
co's New College, for one can easily imagine her unfurling the map
America and following her heart straight out of town, all
while pro
claiming, "I go to the things I love/ with no thought of duty or pity;/ I
go where I belong, inexorably" (Mysteries 24).



 the

Notes
1. "I have begun a huge study of the face of America itself, acquiring
maps (roadmaps) of every state in the USA," Kerouac exclaims in one
early letter, "and before long not a river or mountain peak or bay or
town or city will escape my attention" (Selected Letters 107).
2. Dean Moriarty, the hero of Kerouac's On the Road, tells Sal Paradise
that the road holds forth the promise of a "whole life of non-interfer
ence" (251). In a short essay published a year after On the Road, Kerouac
says, "If there is any quality that I have noticed more strongly than any
thing else in this generation, it is the spirit of non-interference with the
lives of others" ("Lamb, No Lion" 564). And yet, as we shall see in di
Prima's writings, this promise of non-interference was not extended to
most of the women
the scene.
3. Revisionist historians of "the New West" are
more apt to accept di
Prima as a western poet, despite
fact that she has lived in that region
permanently since 1968. This has a lot to do with a continuing bias
against members of the counterculture. In one off-putting invitation,
Krista Comer maintains that "the dominant western geocultural field —
given its cultural identity as the nation's dreamscape and its emplotment with radical individualism and shadowy notions of nativeinspired mysticism — is 'ready' for or receptive
those very kinds
individualistic, inchoate, or politically 'immature' impulses that are con
ventionally associated with countercultural politics. " But, she hastens
to add, "to
we do not have a series of memoirs by countercultural
participants that are somehow comparable to those of radical northeast
feminists, memoirs wherein, say, cultural feminists map out their evolv
ing political identities in western or ecofeminist or
other terms"
(52).
aim in this essay is
show that di Prima fills the void that
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Comer espies, though not necessarily in the "inchoate" or "immature"
manner she assigns to counterculture politics.
4. Reminiscences and comments from di Prima that appear without par
enthetical citation are taken from interviews I conducted with the poet
in January and June 2000.
5. By the late fifties, Jack Kerouac was describing himself as a "hot hip
ster . . . who finally cooled it in Buddhist meditation" ("Beatific" 570).
Di Prima, it could be argued, was "cool" from the beginning, allowing
her an easier acceptance of Buddhism when she encountered
teach
ings.
6. Joanne Kyger and Anne Waldman were two women who bucked the
trend and traveled extensively during this time. Kyger went to Japan
1960 to
with boyfriend Gary Snyder at the Zen Institute of America
in Kyoto. To her dismay, she
forced by Ruth Fuller Sasaki (the
leader of the Institute) to marry Snyder soon after
arrival. As a wed
ding gift, Harold Snyder sent his new daughter-in-law The Joy of Cook
ing, reinforcing a domestic ideology she
traveled thousands of miles
in an effort to escape. Although she accompanied Snyder
a 1961 trip
to India, Kyger resented playing second fiddle while her husband and
Allen Ginsberg attracted the attention of the
During this
she wrote of feeling "trapped," and after one too
fights with Sny
der, she returned to the San Francisco, where Phil Whalen met her on
the docks.
and Snyder divorced in 1964 (see The Japan & India Jour
nals vii, 10, 23, 248). Twenty year-old Anne Waldman took to the road
in 1965 after hearing a rumor about a big poetry conference in Berkeley
(Tonkinson 349-50). Waldman admits that she faced fewer restrictions
while traveling, primarily because she was a second-generation Beat for
whom certain taboos no longer existed (Knight 289).
7. At the beginning of her entry on Joanna McClure, Knight includes a
photograph of the couple and their daughter sailing
San Francisco
Bay in 1966.
photo shows Joanna dressed in a pea coat and Michael
in a fisherman's cable knit sweater, smiling and sharing in the spirit of
West Coast adventure.
8. Asked by Waldman to explain what it was like to raise five children
in unconventional surroundings, di Prima responded, "I realize now
I've probably from the beginning
the sense to avoid strong father
figures,
avoid the patriarch. "
this to say about her marriage
to Marlowe: "The relationship was more or less matter of fact, almost a
contractual relationship, and a warm friendship. He's a very erratic
man, but basically a warm person. And we'd made a whole lot of things
happen that we really wanted to ... . If I
at that point no chil
dren I probably would have gone off to a Zen monastery or something
and a viable solution was this marriage with a gay man, where the sex
uality was very seldom, and was intense when it happened, but in
between I led a celibate writing life, which is exactly what I wanted and
I got a lot done in the arts I really cared about" (Waldman 38).
9. Allen divided his groundbreaking anthology into five groups — the
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Black Mountain College
the San Francisco Renaissance poets, the
Beat Generation poets, the New York School poets, and a "fifth
[with]
geographic definition" — in order,
said, "to give the read
er some sense of milieu" (xii-xiii). Some forty years later, Allen's geo
graphic categories are still influential for
study the emer
gence of postwar poetry in communal context. Regarding these isolat
ed pockets of avant-garde community, Gary Snyder once said, "In the
spiritual and political loneliness of America in the fifties you'd hitch a
thousand miles
see a friend" (45). Di Prima herself estimated that
"there was a only small handful of us — perhaps forty or fifty in the city
— who knew what we
who raced about in Levis and work
made art, smoked dope, dug
new jazz, and spoke a bastardization
the black argot. We surmised that there might be another fifty living in
San Francisco, and perhaps a hundred more scattered across the coun
try: Chicago, New Orleans, etc. " (Memoirs 126). Once she became
involved with the Bear, and was constantly forced to update its mailing
list because everyone moved around so much, she realized that Beats
and hippies resided in all corners of the nation, and that
had taken
root in remote rural outposts.
10. In Recollections, di Prima says that the folk songs she heard per
formed in Washington Square Park "gave to city-bound creatures like
myself their first taste of the West, of what
spaces might be like,
the flavor of life and death under those stars" (112-13).
11. For more
the "homecoming" experiences of women writers in the
desert, see the articles
Rudnik and Fryer.
12. Recently, while gauging the effect of open-air domesticity on Beat
lifestyle, di Prima explained that Louise Herms, one of the friends she
met on her first
rural California, found it impossible to raise kids
once she moved to New York City, for "she
never had to raise her
babies in an inside where there was no real outside in which to turn
them loose, and there are
special techniques for that" (Recollections
383). Ironically, di Prima asked Andy Warhol for funds
help George
and Louise Herms move New York in 1964 (Wolf 166n).
13. For an excellent overview of government funding of the arts, includ
ing the establishment of the National Endowments for the Arts and
Humanities in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, and the
unlikely boost
institutions received
the Nixon administra
tion, which increased funding to state arts councils (especially those
the interior West) in the early seventies, see
14. This instrumental title track features an Asian-inflected guitar
played by Metheny and a synthesizer, played by Mays, that is by turns
evanescent and foreboding, much like the weather of this region.
Adding to the confusion are the sounds of exploding bombs, which
enter just after the din of male voices ringing low in
enclosed
(a prison? an
processing center?) and just before the joyous and
uplifting sound of children playing and laughing in an open-air setting.
The album
shows a hand holding a lineman's test phone up to a
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vast prairie sky, which although it is ablaze at sunset, is almost entirely
subsumed by encroaching darkness
crisscrossed by telephone poles
and wires. Because the test phone picks up waves of communication
a purportedly "empty" landscape, the cover may be
ironic homage to
the Wichita Lineman, though I cannot help thinking that the threatening
sky signals doom and that these musicians are eavesdropping
a
vaster and more significant political drama.
15. Di Prima presents a more bemused view of her NEA travels
"Ramada Inn, Denver" (Pieces
as she dodges pick-up lines
while sitting
a barstool between a rancher and a traveling narcotics
agent. In "Visit to Katagiri Roshi" ("Diane" 61), the poet recounts the
obstacles that
as she attempts to sit zazen in cramped and noisy
motel rooms.
16.
difference in Norris's case is that she was returning to an ances
tral homestead in South Dakota. Another is that her visionary verse
about prairie angels was influenced not by Buddhism, but rather by the
Catholic traditions she discovered during her residence in a Benedictine
monastery. For more
Norris's spiritual
see her volume
selected poems, Journey, and her best-known prose memoir, Dakota.
17. Compare di Prima's analysis of the Walker exhibit with Timothy
Egan's experience of viewing petroglyphs of Kokopelli, the hump
backed flute player, in
open-air setting: "There are
handy written
summaries in five languages next
velvet rope,
self-serving notes
from patrons corporate or Medici, no artists' explanations of any kind.
No signatures or authorial symbols, even. It is first-hand information,
without spin, revision, or self-confident ego. And it reveals itself in a
gallery of oversized geographic wonders, mounted
walls of stone
where it can look grand or goofy, pedestrian or brilliant depending on
the light, the weather,
mood of the sky" (77).
18. Fortunately,
museums in the West are beginning
consult
with Indian leaders in an effort
reform their curatorial practices. As
a result, American Indians are now able to show museum-goers that a
good deal of their culture still thrives. See Clifford, "Four Northwest
Coast Museums" (Routes 107-46) and "Museums as Contact Zones"
(188-219).
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